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GOD'S FUTURE PROPHETIC CALENDAR:
The Rapture, Tribulation & Thousand Year Reign of Christ are concealed in Israel's Three Remaining Fall Festivals!
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JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW EVERYTHING ABOUT THE FEASTS OF ISRAEL, MORE RESEARCH HAS UNLOCKED PROPHETIC CODES THAT ANSWER CONTROVERSIAL QUESTIONS.

Within the Body of Christ are multiple voices, often teaching different orders of future events. Some emphasize a pre-tribulation return, while others point to a mid-tribulation or post tribulation coming of Christ for the church. Who is right and can we know for certain? After 40 years of ministry and over 120,000 hours of personal Biblical research, Perry Stone believes he has discovered, with certainty, the order of future events as concealed in Israelâ€™s final three fall festivals! When reading this book, you will learn that the chain of Godâ€™s divine order cannot be broken—Â¬ï¬’as the types, patterns and fall festivals point to a pre-tribulation return of Christ for the overcoming believer (Revelation 2 and 3). Perry also takes a ïœanother look at the days of Noah and Lot. He exposes fresh insight from Jewish sources that indicate this generation is running parallel to the signs from Noah and Lotâ€™s day—ï"žpointing to Christâ€™s return (Luke 17:26-29).
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**Customer Reviews**
Fantastic Read! Love Perry stones books..Reading it a second time so much info!

Perry Stone is right on target with his latest book!! He answers a lot of questions that people may have on various subjects in the Bible. Every Christian should get their hands on this great tool for believers so that they can know for sure if they are heading in the right direction. Good read and has the personality of Perry packaged in along with it. Great Book!!

As always, Perry writes a great book! He does have hours and hours of study of the word of God and it shows through his writing. Highly recommended!!!

Perry Stone has been studying end-time Bible prophecy for years and and his knowledge and passion for the subject can be experienced through this book. Stone does not introduce any new or hypothesized ideas about the end times, but rather clears up the facts which are presented throughout the Bible. He lays out a clear, concise, and biblically accurate time line for the events to come in this end-time era. Fascinating read!

I know Pastor Perry Stone from him coming to my Church in St Louis for several yrs. He held several Camp Meeting’s and Conferences there as well. Perry is one of the most knowledgeable teacher’s of Old & New Testaments, End Times and Israel I have ever heard in person. This book is amazing and will grab your attention immediately. All his materials are Bible based and will leave you wanting more. Be sure to check out many of his DVD’s & CD’s. You will not be disappointed.

This book really helps to put the prophetic events into perspective and to show the parallel between the Old Testament rituals and the days to come. Thank you, Perry Stone for continuing to teach us all.

Always love Perry’s prophetic info. Enjoyed it very much.

Thank you Perry for this book it’s so full of Knowledge. I haven’t had time to finish it as yet but I will. I can recommend this book to anyone who wants to learn about the Bible & what is happening in the future. God Bless you Perry & to all your team. From Myra in Australia. From The Great Southland Of The Holy Spirit.
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